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Q   Can you tell us about yourself? 

For most of my working life I’ve been a journalist, but 
now I’m head of communications for a maths education 
organisation. I’ve lived in Willesden Green with my 
(primary school teacher) wife since 2009. 

Q   How did you hear about Mutual Aid Food Willesden? 

 I came to MAFW by a circuitous route. It started when I 
met our local Councillor Tariq Dar one morning on a litter 

picking exercise in Gladstone Park a couple of years ago. Since then, we’ve stayed 
loosely in contact. Then, when the coronavirus lockdown arrived, I heard he was 
involved in a food-bank type initiative, so I asked him if there was anything small I 
could do. After a gap of a week or two, he emailed me back asking if I could deliver 
some food parcels on a Monday. And since, then, I’ve been part of the Monday 
delivery team.  

Q Have you noticed any changes as a result of Covid-19 lockdown? 

 The early days of lockdown now seem an age away. But I remember on those first two 
or three Thursday evening claps for the key workers in my road, the new and warm 
feeling of friendship alive between neighbours who I’d hardly been aware of before. 
Now I know all their names. I hope some of that fellowship and solidarity lasts. 
Alongside that, of course, is the knowledge that for many, this has been a frightening 
period on many levels: health, employment, finance, isolation and general concern for 
the future.  

Q Can you tell us how you’re involved helping provide essential aid? 

 Every Monday, I turn up at MAFW HQ, aka the Pakistan Community Centre and find a 
team of sorters and packers beavering away quietly, preparing bespoke food packages 
for individuals or families—each tailored to size of group and need. It’s an impressive 
sight. I usually then take boxes or bags for four or five different addresses. The drive 
takes an hour or two depending on how spread out the addresses are and how the 
traffic is behaving.  

Q Are there any stories that you could share? 

 To see the gratitude on people’s faces when their food arrives is always a nice 
moment. 

Q     How would you sum up what Mutual Aid Food Willesden does? 

An incredibly impressive achievement to have set up this complex 
logistical operation from scratch in just a few weeks. It’s a wonderful 
mix of humanity, generosity and organisational skill.  
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